














thou) thick. It could easily be cut to size with scissors and fits
easily & firmly under the finger of Clip H, but kinks very easily
even with careful  use.  The rolled  Sleeve closes up to less
than the diameter of a Rod when pushed into a Clip, as the
free edges slide over one another.  In most cases though a
Clip by itself can act as an adequate bearing for a Rod to run
in.  The blue  Small Pulley is 27mm Ø, about 9½mm thick,
and is recessed on one side like the larger  one. The  Axle
Stop is red rubber, 7mm Ø & 4mm long.

The MODELS  The No.1 manual has a single photo of
each model and in many of them it is not easy to see which
parts,  and  particularly  which  Clips  are  needed.  The  line
drawings on the Midget’s Sheet are easier to follow and all the
Rods in them are marked with their lengths. No doubt it was
produced later than the No.1.

I made the No.1 manual Windmill shown at the bottom of

the previous page from with my No.3 set. It was reasonably
easy to push the Rods into the Clips, and rather less easy to
take them out, especially in the middle of a model.  Suitable
Clips could be bent when necessary to give a different angle
but pliers were needed for this. The finished framework was
quite rigid except for the single point attachment of the blade
arms. But that was easy to improve with other parts from the
Set,  following  a  method  used  in  another  of  the  manual
models. The built-up bevels worked well enough after careful
adjustment  and  a cord drive from an extra Pulley near  the
base was possible, again from the parts in the Set (plus a few
extra Clips).

As a rod system CLIP-CRAFT has the virtue of neat Clips
which allow Rods to be  set  at  angles  to one another  fairly
easily. All but simple models though would be more difficult to
make than with MECCANO style parts.

The SONNEBERGER PIONIER Sets  The parts in most
SON sets  (East  German,  1948 to after  1971,  4.2 & 5.4mm
holes at 10mm pitch) are plain aluminium but coloured parts
were noted at 15/418, & a set with certain coloured parts in it
at 18/504.

The two Pionier sets, not referenced anywhere before as
far as I know, have all the main parts in colour, anodised in
blue,  gold,  & red (apart  from MECCANO the only system I
think to have this colour scheme). The basic set is No.I; the
second,  an add-on outfit,  is  No.II.  This note  is  based on a
near complete No.I. Both sets have a red box with almost all
the top of the lid printed in colour as below, and this lid hasn’t
been seen on any other SON sets. The name PIONIER I is in
the centre of the blue hexagon. The No.I box is 35*45*2cm
and the parts are housed in a white moulded plastic tray, with
a separate recess for practically every part.

The Set & the Parts  The set isn’t very large despite the
size of the box, and it’s a strange mix of parts with relatively
few Strips, only 2 of which are longer than 8h - a 10h & a 14h.
The No.II only adds another of each of those plus 2x 9h. On
the other hand there are more A/Gs & small Plates than might
be expected. A list  of  all  the parts is given below (from the
manual) with the quantities in Sets I/II in curly brackets, and a
note  where  the  actual  content  differs.  Differences  from the
parts described in 18/504 are also mentioned.
• 2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,14h Strips {2/0, 2/0, 2/2, 0/3, 6/5, 2/0, 0/2,
1/1, 1/1}.  • 5,9,18h A/Gs {6/4, 4/2, 2/2}. But my No.I has 4x
18h & no 9h.  • 1*2*1, 1*5*1 & 2*3*2 DAS {0/1, 2/0, 2/2}. The
2*3*2,  not  seen  before  has  large  holes  either  side  of  the
bends.  • A/B {8/3}.  2*1*2h  Double Bracket {2/1}.  2*2h

Corner Bracket {1/0}.  • Trunnion {2/0}. Missing from the Set
but the later triangular pattern is shown in the manual models.
• Flanged Plates. 7*9h, 5*5h, 3*3h {1/0, 1/0, 2/1}. The 7*9h is
a new part with large holes in its flanges.  • Perf. Plates. 2*8h,
3*5h, 3*9h {4/2, 6/3, 2/1}.  • Flanged Disc {1/0}. This part is
52mm Ø with a flat flange.  • 30mm Pulley & Tyre {4/2, 4/2}.
The Tyre is black rubber & has no markings on its side walls.
• Gears. 18t, 30mm Ø, & 35t, 56mm Ø {1/0, 1/0}. They are
Mod 1.5.  • Collar {5/2}. 6 were in the Set.  Hook {1/0}. Flat,
24½mm long.  • 70 & 110mm Axles {1/0, 2/1}; Crank Handle
{1/0). All  are nickeled steel with slightly rounded ends. 30 &
75mm plain steel  Screwed Rods (2/2, 2/0}. The 75mm were
missing from the Set and there were 2x 70mm Axles.  • N&B.
Nickeled  steel  and  very  similar  to  CONSTRUCTION parts.
The pressed Nut is 7.0mm A/F, and the 7.0mm CH Bolt, 6mm
u/h {80/40, 70/30}. The Set Screw, again nickelled steel, has
a 4.9mm CH & is 5mm u/h {20/8}. Only 12 were in the Set,
one  for  each  (s/t)  boss  &  Collar.   • The  Spanner,  nickel
plated, is the later type (see MCS/FB), cranked at the ring end
and 91mm long o/a {1/1}. The Screwdriver was missing but
is  shown  in  the  manual  as  the  wooden  handled  type  in
MCS/NZ {1/1}.

Colours. It is explained in the manual that all  the round
parts are anodised red, all the flat parts are yellow (actually a
pleasant gold), and all the angled parts, the A/B for instance
are blue.  The colours  are metallic  except  that  some  of  the
blue parts are almost matt & quite dark.

The Manual. It is the same size as the one described at
18/503  but  is  a  completely  new production  for  the  Pionier
sets, printed in full
colour  throughout,
&  none  of  the
models  have been
carried  over  from
any  of  the  earlier
known  manuals.
SONNEBERGER is
on  the  first  page
but  not  on  the
cover  (right).  Of
the 12 models in it
only  two  can  be
made  with  Set  I.
They are a Pair of
Scales  &  an
Electric  Cart,  fair
small models but not very exciting, especially given the size of
the box, and neither of them do justice to the Set. All the other
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models need Set II as well,  and two of them are motorised
and  need  a  Motor/Gears  Set  (Elektromechanischen  Ge+
triebekasten) as well.

SUMMARY OF  MANUAL           •Name:
SONNEBERGER (on p1).  •Details  of  maker:  VEB
INJECTA, STEINACH IN THÜRINGEN.  •Dates &/or Ref
Nos:  V/5/24-Si  15/68  on  p28.  •Page  size:
200*190mm deep. •No. of pages: 28 unnumbered +
covers. •Language: German. •Printing: all in colour.
•Page Nos. of Parts Lists/Set Contents: 24,27 (PNs
are  given  but  differ  between the  Sets.  The  Sets’
layouts are on pp25,26.) •Sets covered: Pionier I &
II.  •No.  of  models:  2  for  Set  I;  10  for  Sets  I+II.
•Name, Model No., Page No. of first & last model of
set(s)  (no  Model  Nos.):  I:  BALKENWAAGE,10-11;
ELEKTROKARREN EIDECHSE,12-13.  I+II:  SCHLITTEN,
6-7; DREHMASCHINE,22-23. •Other notes: C2,3 blank.
2 models,  the Drehmaschine & a Bandsäge,  also
need  a  Motor/Gears  Set.  pp4-5  have  Standard
Constructions.

One or  two  of  the  I+II  models  are  very
simple but most are reasonable given the size
of the Sets. The better ones include a Gantry
Crane, the Crane on the lid, the Lathe on the
cover,  and  a  Dumper  Truck.  There  is  one
large illustration of  each model, plus a parts
list & some descriptive text. The latter would
certainly be needed in some cases. The Lathe
& the Dumper Truck are shown bottom left.

The motorised models are the Lathe & the

Band  Saw below, and  the  brush  end  of  the  Motor  and  its
Mounting Plates can be seen in them. Both need other parts

from,  & only in,  the Motor/Gears Set.
They include the 50mm Flanged Disc
Pulley and the Coupling, both of which
can be seen in the Lathe, a Worm, and
a pair  of  Bevel  Gears (as in 18/503).
No  Motor/Gears  Set  with  coloured
parts  has  been  seen  but  an  Ebay
photo  of  one  with  plain  parts  is
available The lid is the boy/girl/Navvy
type described in 18/504 & in addition
to the parts already mentioned it has a
7*9h Flanged Plate, 3 & 5h Strips, and
one each of the Gear Wheels.  Also a
round part a little larger than the Small
Gear, with a boss carrying 3 spokes to
a  rim  –  it  looks  as  if  it  could  be  a
Steering Wheel.

Given  that  all  the  interesting
models  in  the  manual  needed  more
than  my  Set  I,  I  used  nearly  all  the
parts  to  make  the  little  Tower below,
some  35cm  high.  The  3*3h  Flanged
Plate  lift  is  operated  by  a  Crank
Handle at  the  back of  the base.  The
parts are accurately made, and nicely
finished, but washers were needed to
prevent  the  N&B  scratching  the
anodising. The large holes were useful

and don’t I think look out of place. The Plates though were too
thick (.85mm) to allow them to be curved to any extent without
kinking.  But of the
manual  models,
only  the  Dumper
requires  any parts
to be curved.

History.   The
PRs  on  SON
material  do  not
seem to be helpful
in providing dates.
Most  likely  the
Pionier  sets  came
towards,  or  at  the
end  of  the  VEB
Injecta period - the
Artikel  Nr.  on  the
lid  is  6310/3/5,
compared  with
6310/3/4  on  the
boy/girl/Navvy  lids
in  OSN  18  &
Eisenzeit.  But  it
isn’t  known if  they
over-lapped  with
the ‘standard’ sets.
Not many seem to
be offered on Ebay
so  perhaps  the
blue/gold  colour
scheme  didn’t
prove  popular,  or
perhaps  it  was  a
last  ditch  attempt
to  stay  in
business.
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Snippets.  The  SONNEBERGER
Gears/Motor Outfit 

SONNEBERGER  sets  are  often
offered  on  Ebay  and  some  6
examples  of  the  Gears/Motor  set
have been  seen over  the  years  –
not many perhaps considering that
it  was  needed  for  many  of  the
models  in  the  manual  for  later
standard sets, the one described
in  18/503.  This  note  is  based
mainly  on  information  kindly
sent  by  Joachim  Kleindienst
about  the 1966 set  shown on
his  website,  www.baukasten+
sammler.de.  (Its  well  worth  visiting,
click  on  Metallbaukasten  in  the top
left corner, and then on Baukasten
to  see sets,  or  Werbung/Kataloge
for publicity material.) 

The  SETS  Joachim's  box
measures  31*26*3½cm  and  its
lid is shown in Fig.1. The text in
its bottom right corner is 'GHG.-
Nr.6520/3/1'  and  'VEP  MDN
18,75'.  The first  group indic-
ates the wholesaler or maker,
I'm  nor  sure  which;  the
second  is  the  selling  price
(MDN was the abbreviation
for the East German Mark
from  1964  to  1967).  In
passing Joachim's website
comment that the Set was
hardly  a  bargain  at  its  original  price  of  MDN18.75,  may
perhaps help to explain the relative rarity of the Gears outfit.
The lid's design is the one most commonly seen and is as used
for the standard sets of the time except for the name: Elektro+
mechanischer Getriebekasten.

2  of  the  6  Ebay  sets  have  the  earlier
'standard' lid design (still from the VEB Injecta
company) with 2 boys working on a Sailplane's
framework. At 31*19½*4cm, the box is a little
smaller,  and  rather  than  the  later  moulded
plastic tray (Fig.2), the parts are in 1 large & 2
smaller  compartments  formed  by  card
partitions.  One of  these sets  was said  to  be
from the 1960s and has the same MDN 18.75
price  as  Joachim's  in  the  lid's  bottom  right
corner.  So the change of lid design seems to
have occured between 1964 & 1966.

The PARTS  Most of the parts can
be  seen  in  Figs.2-6:  the  open  box,
parts  copied  from  the  manual's
Illustrated  Parts,  and  3  of  the
manual  models.  Points  of  interest,
where known, are given in the list
of  parts  that  follows,  with  my
names,  and  quantities  greater
than one in curly brackets. Of the
32 parts about half were not in
the standard sets and are shown
in  blue.  As  many  readers  will
know  SONNEBERGER  parts
have 4.2mm holes at 10.0mm
pitch, M4 N&B, but with bosses

tapped M3.
● Gears with  boss,  large
and  small.  These  are  the
standard  Mod.  1.5  parts.
● Bevel with  boss  {2}.
● Worm.  The TRIX  wire
type,  see  Fig.3  –  it  is
next to the blade of the
Screwdriver  in  Fig.1.
● Flanged  Disc
Pulleys with boss, 50
and  30mm  Ø.  The
30mm  is  the  same
diameter  as  the
standard  Pulley  but
that  doesn't  have
the  circumferential
slots  in  its  face.
● Double Pulley.

Missing from the Set, it can be seen in Fig.6.  ● Motor, 4.5v,
150mA, 2500 rpm.  ● Motor Mount.  The Motor  is  clamped
between the top & bottom formed plates.  ● Igelitierte Cu-
Litze =  Igelitierte  (meaning  not  found)  Copper  Connecting
Wire.  ● Verstärkungsbuschse =  Strengthening  Bush  or
Sleeve. It is shown in Fig.3 but its use is unknown. In some

Ebay photos  the  Motor's  shaft  looks  substandard
and so it could be a push-on sleeve – but one might
think though that this would have been done in the
factory.  ● Flanged Plate, 5*9h. In the manual 2
long slots are shown in each flange but the part in

Fig.1, and the only example
where  the  flanges  can  be
seen in the Ebay sets, has 9
holes instead. ● Strip 3h
{2}. ● A/B {2}. ● Trunnion
{2}, see Fig.3. ● Insulating
Strips 3 & 5h {4,4}.  ● In-
sulating Washer,  4*10*
1mm {10}. ● Axles,  75  &
110mm.  ● Crank Handle.
● Screwed Rod,  60mm.
● Coupling {2}.  ● Collar
{4}.  ● Flexible Coupling.
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It is shown in Fig.3 (Biegsame Welle)
and  may  be  the  MECCANO  type,
perhaps about 6cm long. ● Bolts: M4
{50};  M4 x 12mm {3};  M3,  for  the
bosses  {15}.  For  reasons  unknown
two types are shown in Fig.3.  ● Nut
M4 {70}.  ● Spanner,  see Fig.3 but
the  actual  part  is  longer  has  a
cranked  ring  opening  at  the  other
end. In one Ebay set the tray has a
dedicated recess  for  it  between the
Gears  and  the  Motor.  ● Screw-
driver, wooden handled.

The MANUAL has 20 pages, 21*15cm, and the cover is

shown left.  Its  PR is  Sb  52/66 V 11 28
559. The same cover  can be seen in all
the  Ebay  sets  including  those  with  the
earlier  lid.  Apart  from the off/on/reverse
Switch  in  Fig.4,  the  models  seen  are
simple  mechanisms  often  needing  a  few
standard parts which are not  in the Set.
Alongside each  model  is  a small  stylised
sketch of  an industrial application with a
short  account  on  the  technology on  the
facing page. Figs.5  & 6  are examples of
the models. The original illustrations of the

Switch in Fig.4 have been rearranged.

Snippets.  A  PERFECTOR No.3  OUTFIT  Since  the
notes in 38/1163 a No.3 set, not previously known, has been
seen on Ebay. It isn't 'organised' but it contains some parts
not seen before. The Ebay photos don't actually show the set's
number but one of them is a manual page with a model (right)
made from 'Baukasten 3'. Also below, a few points of interest
from recent Ebay photos.

The NEW PARTS  These are mostly  those which were
promised as additions to the system on the rear cover of the
manual described in 23/855. They comprise the Gears already
covered in OSN 38 and: ● A  Pulley Disc (Fig.2), nickelled,
which scales at 68mm Ø.  ● A  Strip of 15h, and probably a
longer one of around 20h. ● A Perforated Plate 2*7h, and a
7h long A/G. Both these would be made from the blank used
for  the  2*5h  Flanged  Plate.  ● An  Axle about  20cm  long.
● Possibly the Triangular part, two of which can be seen in
the scrap view of the rear axle in Fig.1.  ● The  Tool in Fig.2
which looks to be a short length of Strip with a centre hole
and a notch in each of its rounded ends. One end is angled. It
is used to move parts along Axles and was the second Tool
mentioned in the OSN 23 manual, not the black one illustrated
in OSN 38. ● On the OSN 38 Tool, one manual page shown
for the Ebay Set describes how it is used to open the Driving
Dog to allow it to be pushed onto or along an Axle. The nib at
one end is slid between the Dog's wings and turned through
90° to spread them. Such a tool wasn't found necessary when
the Dog was first tried (before OSN 38) with an Axle, but it has
now been found that by chance the Axle used then was one of
two with a diameter of only 2.99mm, and the Tool is definitely
needed with normal 3.07mm Ø Axles. Also opening the part to
put it on an Axle was almost impossible unless it was held with
pliers because otherwise the rather large force needed to turn
the  Tool  was  so  great  that  the  part  slipped  round  in  the
fingers. It was noted that although a whole page in the manual
is devoted to using this Tool  it  doesn't show the Dog being
opened  prior  to  putting  it  on  an  Axle.  Really  the  Dog's
springiness is  unnecessarily  strong.  ● Also from said manual
page it is clear that at that time the Axle Stop was just the
Driving Dog turned round so  that  its  square end faced the
appropriate  way.  It  may  be  though  that  earlier  it  was  a
separate part,  perhaps  similar  to  a  shorter  version  of  the
Coupling.

The SET is in a 2 layer, 5cm deep,
brown box with an irregular pattern of
dark  brown  streaks  on  it.  It  has  the
same  plan  size  and  lid  label  as  the
No.2. The base has the same partition
too  and the tray  has  two lengthways
partitions giving 3 bays of  near equal
width.  The  parts  sit  on  blue cards  in
these bays and the small parts are in 3
of the small parts boxes. The set seen

has many more parts than the No.2 including 8 Flanged Plates,
4 of the new large Pulley Discs, and 2 each of the Gears (all
copper coloured, as in Fig.2). Among the jumble of other parts
two  each  of  all  three  Tools  can  be  seen  and  so  the  box
probably contains parts from more than one set. Supporting
this, there are nickel & copper Pulleys & 36mm Pulley Discs,
whereas in all the other 7 sets (Nos.1, 1a, & 2) seen on Ebay
all of each of the circular parts in them have one finish or the
other (in passing the Pulleys in one No.1 are brass coloured).
Going back to the Set, in one corner a number of bright RH
Bolts & hex Nuts can be seen – they look about the right size
to fit the small holes but may of course be foreigners.

The MANUALS  All that is known of the No.3 manual is the
model in Fig.1 and the page devoted to using the Tool to open
the Driving Dog. The model has cord operated 'proper' steering
and the wheels are the new Pulley Discs, used singly.

It  is  also  worth  mentioning  that  although  the  OSN  23
edition is the commonest seen it is now clear that it was made

up from an earlier 20 page manual with
8  pages  of  No.2  models  added  in  the
middle.  That  explains  the  odd  model
numbering in OSN 23 and without the 8
pages the models are 101-160 as before,
followed by only 201-207 for Set 2.

Was there ever a manual with No.2
models including the Gears? Or were they the included in
the No.3 edition?

FIG.7
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